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McLaren teases  an upcoming new model. Image credit: McLaren

 
By ST AFF REPORT S

British automaker McLaren reveals a second supercar as part of its  Track25 business plan.

McLaren plans to reveal its new supercar to the world with an online video on its dedicated Web site. This will be
the second model within its plan, with a budget of 1.2 billion pounds, or $1.5 billion at current exchange.

McLaren model
The automaker has shared a teaser video for the reveal in which two shadowed figures are seen walking towards a
vehicle, also hidden by shadows, in a parking garage.

All that can be heard is footsteps, the opening of the doors and the engine turning over.

McLaren teases that fans can "see more" on Dec. 8, 2019.

"A new McLaren supercar is set to raise the roof tomorrow as the British creator of luxury sportscars and supercars
reveals the second model in its 1.2bn Track25 business plan," said the automaker in a statement. "The first was the
McLaren Speedtail, a hybrid Hyper-GT' that will join the company's Ultimate Series with a central driving position
and the fastest top speed of any McLaren yet."

McLaren will reveal the new model at 3:10pm EST on its Web site on Saturday.

McLaren teases the reveal

McLaren is heightening its luxury options in sports cars with special bespoke options for its most expensive model.

The automaker also recently revealed another model in its Ultimate Series, the McLaren Speedtail, is  the most
expensive of its  models as a new production. The automaker is upping the ante in the luxury offerings for the car,
with options for optional finishes in the car's badging (see story).
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